
And that's why Miss Readymade's
suit will cost $30 this year instead of
$25. It's costing so much more, to
make up American, dyes for American-

-made goods that the manufac-
turers have to boost prices.

At the annual convention the
manufacturers' delegates pass judg-
ment on several hundred sugges-
tions for spring suits. It's purely for
"Men Only."

Hundreds of relatives of Potash &
Perlmuter 'sit down in long rows of
chairs. Tue orchestra strikes up a
lively tune and a troup of living,
breathing models comes mincing out
wearing the suits your wife and mine
will be wanting soon.

Hardly a word is spoken as they
parade past the rows of men just
one "perfect 36" after another.

But in that silence, amid blue
clouds of cigar smoke spring styles
for the "ready made" are made. If
a gown is a seller every one leans
forward eagerly as the model, proud-
ly conscious, trips merrily up and
down the aisles.

If it's a "sticker" nobody pays
any attention, cigars are puffed up
and the model, ashamed of the suit
herself, slinks back to the dressing
room as quickly as she can.

A "pretty suit" to the trade means
one that will sell at least in 1,000 lots.
When such a one appears everybody
seems to arrive at the same conclu-
sions at the same time. Pudgy hands
reach forward to feel the texture of
the goods as the model passes. In
eager undertones comments are
made on this pleat and that, that
button there and that piece of braid
there.

"Oi, what a seller! Vill they eat it
up, yes?" and 200 delegates lean
back and beam.

No one is allowed to make sketch-
es or drawings of the costumes. That
is, nobody but a few newspaper art-
ists who aren't supposed to worry
much about style.

This year after 200 different suits
had been shown, and the "perfect I
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36s," without whom the cloak and
suit trade would'turn up its toes and
die, had begun to get tired, the style
committee of seven retired" to some
mysterious inner chamber. ,

There for 5 minutes they pon-
dered the problem or perhaps they
only told funny stories and then
out came the report that tells our
wives what they are gaing'to wear
this spring.

From the conglomeration of. model
garments just oa'exhibition the dele-
gates had jicked the 'various styles
and points that their masters, the
manufacturers to the pra&e, will
turn out for Miss and Mrs.J Ready-mad- e

to wearhis spring?"

MOVIE STARS '
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Louise Fazenda, Keystone come-
dienne, accompanied by her mother,
recently visited the San Francisco
exposition. She states this is the first
time in her young life that" she slept
in a Pullman berth. Miss Fazenda
was brought to Los Angeles by her
parents when she was six months old
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